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A B S T R A C T   

Hydrogen induced cracking behaviour of O&G nickel alloy 625+ (UNS N07716) was investigated. Deuterium 
was introduced electrochemically into samples by cathodic polarisation (3.5 wt.% NaCl.D2O) under different 
mechanical conditions. Subsequently, deuterium distributions were mapped using NanoSIMS. Deuterium was 
used as an isotopic tracer instead of hydrogen to avoid the detection of hydrogen artefacts. Complimentary image 
analysis using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and low voltage energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) allowed the 
identification of microstructural features corresponding to deuterium enrichments. The results provided exper-
imental evidence of enrichments at dislocation slip bands (DSB), twin boundary and grain boundary features that 
include σ precipitates.   

1. Introduction 

Among many alloys used in the oil and gas industry for subsea 
structures, nickel-based alloys are considered to be the most reliable 
alloys for high strength, high fracture toughness and high corrosion 
resistance applications, but at the expense of cost. In most situations, 
nickel alloys perform exceptionally well in extreme environments, 
except when a hydrogen source is present since nickel alloys are sus-
ceptible to hydrogen embrittlement (HE) [1]. Examples of in-service 
failures involving nickel alloys have been reported in the literature. 
Shademan et al. [2] reported the failure of a tubular crossover manu-
factured from alloy 725 (UNS N07725), Efird et al. [3] reported failures 
of threaded bolts in north sea oil gas platforms, while Nice et al. [4] 
discussed the failure of a sub-surface safety valve fabricated from alloy 
625+ (UNS N07716). 

Based on the observations of hydrogen embrittlement cases in sus-
ceptible alloys, different mechanisms of hydrogen embrittlement have 
been proposed. The most popular mechanisms of hydrogen embrittle-
ment are based on either decohesion or plasticity [5]; namely, hydrogen 
enhanced decohesion embrittlement (HEDE), hydrogen enhanced 
localised plasticity (HELP) and adsorption induced dislocation emission 
(AIDE). The HEDE mechanism involves the reduction in the cohesive 

atomic bonding strength across cubic cleavage planes, thus weakening 
the interatomic bonds leading to tensile separation of atoms in prefer-
ence to slip [5–7]. HELP is a plasticity-based mechanism that involves 
enhanced localised plasticity due to the reduction of dislocation inter-
action energy in the presence of localised hydrogen [8–10]. On the other 
hand, the critical step in AIDE is the nucleation of dislocations from the 
crack tip caused by adsorption of hydrogen at the crack tip surface [5,11, 
12]. During this step, the role of hydrogen would be to reduce the atomic 
bond strength, which would normally obstruct dislocation emission 
under inert or air environments. More recently, Nagumo et al. [13,14] 
proposed the hydrogen enhanced strain-induced vacancy (HESIV) 
mechanism based on observations that hydrogen enhanced the forma-
tion and agglomeration of vacancies during loading of carbon steel [13]. 
In this model, the principal factor responsible for the reduction in me-
chanical properties is vacancies rather than hydrogen, per se, which is 
limited to facilitating vacancy agglomeration. It is generally accepted 
that synergistic effects between two or more of the proposed mecha-
nisms could be responsible for the “embrittlement” phenomenon as 
discussed in the royal society meeting on “Mechanisms of hydrogen 
embrittlement in steels” [15]. Particularly, nickel alloy investigations 
being on the microscale [16] or mesoscale [17], have revealed the 
important role of the plastic deformation during hydrogen induced 
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cracking. 
In order to validate the models of HE, hydrogen mapping at the scale 

of the microstructure is necessary but is a major analytical challenge 
[18]. Structural integrity models used to estimate lifetime in compo-
nents prone to HE are based on fracture mechanics approaches that rely 
on knowing the precise location and hydrogen content of the fracture 
process zone ahead of the crack tip [19]. The identification of other 
microstructural features associated with localised hydrogen content is 
important to consider when investigating hydrogen-induced crack 
initiation and trapping in alloys. An example of an initiation site is M2C 
carbides, which were found to be responsible for hydrogen-induced 
cracking in AERMET 100 [20]. Different hydrogen mapping tech-
niques have been previously used to investigate the role of hydrogen in 
the mechanical fracture and embrittlement of metallic alloys. A recent 
document published by Koyama et al. [18] provided a review of the 
different hydrogen mapping techniques available, these include scan-
ning Kelvin probe force microscopy (SKPFM), silver decoration, sec-
ondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) and atom probe tomography 
(APT). The silver decoration technique was used by Schober et al. [21] 
and Yao et al. [22] to determine the microstructural distribution of 
hydrogen in nickel alloys. Yao et al. inferred from the results that grain 
boundaries were not a high diffusivity path for hydrogen, at least for a 
sample with a grain size larger than 10 μm [22]. Tarzimoghadam et al. 
[23] and Zhang et al. [24] conducted hydrogen mapping experiments on 
microstructures with a high content of the deleterious δ phase in a Ni-Nb 
alloy and heat-treated 718, respectively. Tarzimoghadam et al. used 
three mapping techniques, namely silver decoration, SKPFM and SIMS. 
Silver decoration and SKPFM showed that the hydrogen release rate 
from the matrix was higher than in δ phase, while the 2H/1H ratio map 
obtained from NanoSIMS showed a higher hydrogen content in the 
matrix than in the δ phase. On the contrary, the 2H/12C maps obtained 
from the study of Zhang et al. [24] via NanoSIMS show higher ratio in 
the δ phase than in the matrix, suggesting higher deuterium content in 
the δ phase. The conflicting NanoSIMS results advocates for further in-
vestigations on the use of the technique for mapping hydrogen and 
deuterium. 

The CAMECA NanoSIMS 50 L is a modern type of dynamic SIMS 
instrument that has been designed for high lateral resolution imaging 
and also has excellent sensitivity and mass resolution. The NanoSIMS is 
distinguished from other magnetic sector instruments by being able to 
collect up to seven ion signals simultaneously [25–27]. The combination 
of excellent ion imaging properties and multi-ionic collection makes it 
an ideal candidate to investigate local microstructural features associ-
ated with local hydrogen content. 

In this research study, NanoSIMS imaging was performed on a nickel 
alloy 625+ (UNS N07716) subjected to continuous straining while being 
cathodically polarised in a deuterated electrolyte solution. The effect of 
dynamic loading while deuterium charging was investigated by 
comparing deuterium maps with as-received and pre-strained samples. 
The NanoSIMS data were complemented with SEM observations to 
identify the specific microstructural features associated with deuterium 
(hydrogen) enrichments. 

2. Experimental methods 

2.1. Material 

Commercial alloy 625+ was supplied in the as-received condition. 
The alloy composition is shown in Table 1. 

Four different nickel 625+ samples were prepared in order to study 

the deuterium distribution and crack propagation behaviour in the 
microstructure. Deuterium was used as an isotopic tracer to avoid the 
detection of residual hydrogen contamination. One sample was analysed 
in the as-received (AR) condition after electrochemical charging to 
reveal deuterium localisation or trapping at constituent microstructural 
features in the alloy. Another sample strained under uniaxial tension 
followed by electrochemical charging, herein referred to as “pre- 
strained (PS)”, was prepared to determine whether deformation features 
generated from plastic deformation showed deuterium localisation. The 
remaining two samples were subjected to an in-situ crack growth test in 
which samples were strained under a constant rate increase of stress 
intensity factor (dK/dt) using single edge notch tension (SENT) samples. 
The in-situ deuterium crack growth experiments are to establish 
whether enhanced deuterium diffusion occurs during mechanical 
deformation. One SENT sample was ground down by 300 μm to remove 
surface effects, such as surface cracking and high surface deuterium 
concentration, arising from deuterium uptake at the crack tip during in- 
situ cathodic charging. The tensile and the SENT samples were 
machined from the L-R orientation of the ingot bar using electrical 
discharge machining (EDM). The dimensions of the tensile and (SENT) 
samples are shown in Fig.S1. 

All sample surfaces were prepared by grinding with SiC paper then 
polished using diamond suspension down to 0.25 μm followed by 
colloidal silica suspension (25 nm - Oxide Polishing Suspension (OPS)) 
before conducting any tensile testing or electrochemical charging. 
Samples were electrochemically charged in a deaerated (14 h N2 purg-
ing) 3.5 wt. % NaCl.D2O (100 % D2O) solution at room temperature. All 
samples were galvanostatically cathodically polarised at 2 mA.cm− 2. 
Following the charging experiments, samples were subjected to a final 
OPS polish for 5 min to remove any surface contamination from the 
charging experiment. After mechanical testing of the tensile and SENT 
samples, the samples were machine cut to fit into the NanoSIMS holder. 
Samples were then rinsed with deionised water and then ethanol dried 
with hot air. Finally, plasma cleaning was performed for 15 min to 
remove and minimise surface adsorbed hydrocarbons before intro-
ducing samples into the NanoSIMS. The time between electrochemical 
charging and the first NanoSIMS analysis was between 2 and 4 days. A 
summary of the samples prepared for the study is shown in Table 2: 

Table 1 
625+ alloy composition in weight percentage as listed in the certified material test report from the material supplier.  

625+ Cr Ni Fe Mo Ti Nb C Al Si Other 

wt.% 21 61.1 4.1 8.1 1.5 3.6 0.015 0.22 0.16 0.123  

Table 2 
Summary of samples prepared and the corresponding sample preparation and 
analysis. AR and PS samples were charged for 24 h, DC and DCG samples were 
charged for the duration of the test, 14 h and 10 h, respectively.  

Sample Procedure 

As-received (AR) Sectioning → Grinding and polishing → 
Deuterium charging→ Light polishing→ 
SEM→ NanoSIMS (4 days between charging 
and analysis) 

Pre-strained (PS) Grinding and polishing → Strain → Sectioning 
→ Deuterium charging → Light polishing → 
SEM→ NanoSIMS (4 days between charging 
and analysis) 

Deuterium cracked (DC) SENT 
crack growth experiment 

Grinding and polishing → Crack growth and 
in-situ charging→ Sectioning → Light 
polishing → SEM→ NanoSIMS (4 days between 
charging and analysis) 

Deuterium cracked and ground 
300 μm from the surface (DCG) 

Grinding and polishing → Crack growth and 
in-situ charging→ Sectioning → Grinding and 
polishing→ NanoSIMS (2 days between 
charging and analysis)  
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2.2. Mechanical testing 

2.2.1. Pre-strained 
Flat tensile samples were strained using an electro-mechanical Ins-

tron machine model 5569 with a capacity of 50 kN; the displacement 
was monitored using an extensometer attached to the samples to reach a 
total deformation of 1.5 % and the remaining plastic deformation after 
removal of the applied load was 0.9 %. The tensile test was conducted at 
a strain rate of 10− 6 s-1 using samples with a gauge length of 25.4 mm. 

2.2.2. Crack growth 
Crack growth tests of 625+ were conducted using SENT samples in 

the AR condition at constant dK/dt. The notch in the samples was 
machined by EDM and the sample thickness was 1 mm. An ElectroPulse 
Instron machine with a capacity of 10 kN was used for the initial fatigue 
pre-cracking, the crack growth was monitored using an optical micro-
scope attached to a computer using a Labview routine. After fatigue pre- 
cracking, a deuterium induced cracking test was performed using a setup 
that includes a SENT sample enclosed within an electrochemical cell and 
connected to an electro-mechanical Zwick/Roell machine [28]. The 
crack length was measured using a camera with a macro-lens with a 
spatial resolution of 90 um. The constant dK/dt tests were conducted at a 
loading rate of 2 MPa√m h− 1. 

2.3. Scanning electron microscopy 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to characterise the 
microstructure of the alloy, including the fracture surface and the 
deuterium induced cracks. Imaging was performed using a FEI Magellan 
400 XHR microscope using the annular backscatter electron (BSE) de-
tector. The BSE images reveal grain orientation contrast highlighting the 
microstructure of the alloy and its deformed state [29,30] as well as 
identifying the different precipitates present in the microstructure. 

Additionally, high-resolution chemical mapping was performed via 
energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis. A Zeiss Merlin equipped with a 
windowless Xmax Extreme EDX detector [31] was used for chemical 
mapping of the samples. The instrument has an energy selected back-
scatter (ESB) detector, which is an in-lens annular backscatter detector. 
The ESB detector is capable of capturing high-resolution pure compo-
sitional contrast (i.e. Z-contrast) images without the influence of 
orientation or topographic contrast, even at low primary electron volt-
ages. Accelerating voltages of 3 and 4 kV were used to collect electron 
images and perform EDX analyses (maps at 3 kV and point analysis at 4 
kV). Background subtraction and deconvolution of energy peak overlap 
was performed by Aztec TruMap function. Electron and X-ray interac-
tion volume and emission were simulated by the Monte Carlo software 
program CASINO [32]. 

2.4. NanoSIMS 

A NanoSIMS 50 L (Cameca, France) was used to map the distribution 
of hydrogen and deuterium in the samples. A 16 keV Cs+ primary ion 
beam was used for the analysis of all samples. The instrument was tuned 
to detect 1H− , 2H-, 12C-, 16O- and 16O2H- signals. In some cases, the 
16O1H− ion signal was also detected to provide an alternative method to 
calculate the 2H/1H ratio [33]. Molecular 16O1H and 16O2H provide 
better data precision when mapping the oxide layer due to the higher 
counting statistics of molecular oxygen ions generated from the sput-
tering depth of the oxide layer. Molecular oxide ions of both hydrogen 
and deuterium were used to calculate 2H/1H [33]. NanoSIMS imaging 
data was acquired without high current pre-implantation of Cs+ to avoid 
ion beam damage in the nickel matrix and allow the analysis of the oxide 
layer. An energy slit (set to 30 % reduction in transmission) was used to 
ensure data reproducibility and reduce the contribution from residual 
hydrogen and deuterium contamination. The electron multiplier detec-
tor voltages were optimised by achieving peak signals at 210 mV to 

ensure high precision measurement of ratios. The analysis chamber 
vacuum pressure ranged between 4 × 10-10 and 5.6 × 10-10 mbar. 

Low current image depth profiles were acquired at 256 × 256 pixels 
with an ion probe current of 1–2 pA (primary aperture size = 200 μm, D1 
= 3) resulting in a lateral resolution of approximately 270 nm as 
determined by the 16–84 % method [34]. The dwell time was 2000 
μs/pixel, and the raster size varied between 30 and 25 μm. High current 
conditions were used to obtain chemical depth profiles in a shorter time 
compared to the low current settings. These were acquired at 128 × 128 
pixels with a beam current of 100 pA (primary aperture size = 750 μm, 
D1 = 1, L1 = 820 V) and a dwell time of 100 μs/pixel from a scanning 
area of 40 × 40 μm but the secondary ion signals were only collected 
from the central area of 20 × 20 μm using electronic gating to avoid any 
contribution from edge effects. All images were acquired with the 
entrance slit (ES) set to position 2 and the aperture slit (AS) set to 3 to 
improve mass resolving power. ImageJ with the OpenMIMS plugin [35, 
36] and L’image (L. R. Nittler, Carnegie Institution of Washington) were 
used to analyse NanoSIMS data and generate summed ion and ratio 
maps. Ion counts were normalised by the implanted dose per image 
frame. A 3 × 3 kernel smoothing filter was applied to the ion and ratio 
images in order to take into account beam overlap across neighbouring 
pixels. 

3. Results 

3.1. Material characterisation 

The microstructure of alloy 625+ was analysed by high-resolution 
backscatter imaging and low keV EDX. Alloy 625+ is a precipitation 
hardened nickel-based alloy, strengthened by the presence of γ` and γ`` 
precipitates [28,37]. Fig. 1 shows a micrograph of the alloy, which 
consists of equiaxed grains and annealing twins with an average grain 
size of 45 μm. The large, micron-sized, particles were identified as ti-
tanium niobium carbonitrides Ti,Nb(C,N). These carbonitride features 
are analogous to the carbonitrides found in alloy 718 and 945X (UNS 
N09946) discussed in reference [38]. Furthermore, niobium carbide 
(NbC) precipitates can be found randomly distributed in the matrix and 
occasionally found at grain boundaries. 

3.2. Grain boundary characterisation 

High magnification backscatter SEM images in Fig. 1(b) and (c) show 
two types of precipitates, that are either discontinuous or continuous, 
which are common features found to be decorating the grain boundaries. 
The discontinuous precipitates were identified by EDX analysis as being 
chromium and molybdenum carbides (Fig. 2). The backscatter image in 
Fig. 2(a) and line scan profile in Fig. 2(b) highlights the interlinkage of 
these fine-scale grain boundary (GB) carbides. The chromium carbides 
were mainly composed of Cr and C and depleted in Ni as indicated in the 
line profile scan in Fig. 2(a). The molybdenum carbides are less enriched 
in carbon and contain traces of silicon and are also depleted in nickel but 
to a lesser extent than the chromium carbides. The grain boundary 
carbide analysis reported in this study agrees well with that reported by 
Floreen et al. on the metallurgy of alloy 625 [37]. In their study, three 
types of carbide phases and their typical compositions were identified; 
micron-sized niobium carbides (NbC) which are of the MC phase and 
exist either in bulk or at the grain boundaries, the molybdenum (Mo6C) 
and chromium (Cr23C6) carbides which are of the M6C and M23C6 pha-
ses, respectively, and have irregular shapes and tend to form as a series 
of separated and discrete, i.e. discontinuous, grain boundary particles 
[37]. Each of these phases may contain one or more trace elements, such 
as Ti, Si and Fe [37]. 

EDX maps of a grain boundary containing the continuous precipitate 
are shown in Fig. 3 showing it to be rich in Mo with no other corre-
sponding elemental signals. The EDX maps in Fig. 3 also highlights the 
difference between Mo continuous precipitate and Mo carbide. The Mo 
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Fig. 1. a) Backscatter SEM image of the microstructure of alloy 625+ in the as-received condition consisting of equiaxed grains and annealing twins. b) and c) High- 
resolution backscatter SEM images of the microstructure of alloy 625+ at the grain boundary showing the discontinuous Cr and Mo carbides and continuous pre-
cipitate, respectively. 

Fig. 2. (a) Energy selected backscatter (ESB) SEM image containing a Cr and Mo carbide, (b) EDX elemental line scan taken across the arrow in (a). (c) EDX elemental 
maps of the corresponding SEM image in (a). 
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carbide contains silicon and carbon compared to only Mo being detected 
at the continuous precipitate. 

In order to confirm the elemental composition of the continuous 
precipitate, EDX area, point and line scan analyses were implemented at 
a higher accelerating voltage of 4 kV. The EDX results are shown in 
Fig. 4. 

The EDX spectrum comparing the bulk area analysis with the point 
scan from the Mo rich precipitate in Fig. 4(c) shows enhanced Cr and Mo 
signals from the continuous precipitate compared to the bulk, indicating 
an Mo-Cr rich phase. The EDX line scan presented in Fig. 4(b) further 
confirms the point analysis results. The absence of Cr signal in the pre-
vious scans at 3 kV (Fig. 3) may be due to the high chromium content in 
the bulk and surface oxide relative to the x-ray depth signal arising from 
the Mo-Cr phase. The peak X-ray emission depth of Mo and Cr from Mo- 

Cr at 3 kV was estimated to be around 2 nm and 10 nm, respectively, as 
simulated by CASINO. High-resolution TEM-EDX analysis is required to 
identify the crystal structure and stoichiometry of the Cr-Mo phase. 
However, the Cr-Mo feature in this particular alloy was identified in 
another study based on TEM studies to be σ phase [39]. So the contin-
uous Mo-Cr grain boundary phase in alloy 625+ in this research paper 
will be referred to as σ phase. 

3.3. Crack growth tests and fractography 

The applied stress intensity factor (K) in the crack growth test was in 
the range between ≈26 MPa √m - 41 MPa √m. Within this region, the 
crack growth rate (da/dt) was constant at an average growth rate of ≈
1.7 × 10− 4 mm/s, which indicates that the tests were conducted at stage 

Fig. 3. (a) Energy selected backscatter (ESB) SEM image containing molybdenum continuous grain boundary precipitate close to a molybdenum carbide (circled) 
and (b) the EDX element maps of the highlighted region in the SEM image highlighting the difference in composition between the precipitates.12. 

Fig. 4. SEM-EDX analysis of a grain boundary containing the continuous Mo rich precipitate. (a) SEM SE image of the region of interest. (b) EDX line scan indicated 
by the arrow perpendicular to the precipitate in the SE image in (a). (c) X-ray spectrum collected from the bulk (area) and the point regions highlighted in the SE 
image (a). 
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II of the crack growth rate vs K curve as reported in the values by 
Gangloff et al. for Monel K-500 [19]. The da/dt values measured in this 
study were slightly higher than those obtained from in-situ subcritical 
crack propagation tests of Monel K-500 performed under cathodic po-
tential of -1100 mVSCE at room temperature in a deaerated 3.5 wt.% 
NaCl solution [19], with da/dt values ranging from 4 × 10-5 to 1.7 × 10-4 

mm/s. Due to the absence of a closed-loop system for controlling the 
load as a function of the crack length, the applied stress intensity was 
controlled by manual load adjustments according to the periodic optical 
measurements of crack lengths. As a result, the applied K at some point 
during the test was reduced compared to the previous intervals of 
applied K, thus resulting in a reduction in the crack growth rate. This 
behaviour is analogous to the fatigue crack growth rate deceleration 
experienced after overloading [40]. In order to ensure that the subcrit-
ical crack propagation was caused by the presence of deuterium 
(hydrogen), a control test was conducted in lab air conditions to which 
the sample did not crack (data not shown) despite the applied load being 
three times higher than the load applied for propagating a crack in a 
deuterium rich environment. 

After the deuterium cracking experiment, the SENT sample was 
ground to remove surface cracks, and SEM imaging revealed both 
intergranular and transgranular cracking, as shown in Fig. 5(a). In the 
pre-fatigued region (to point A), the crack path was fully transgranular 
(~ 0.45 mm), afterwards, in the hydrogen-induced cracked (HIC) re-
gion, cracking was seen to be predominantly intergranular (point B ~0.5 
mm), with some evidence of transgranular cracks as indicated by the 
white arrows in Fig. 5(a). The SEM fractography of another SENT sample 
shows the contrasting difference in the crack morphology between the 
fatigue pre-crack region and the HIC region. Fracture surface images 
presented in Fig. 5(b) shows the typical transgranular cracking up to the 
point where the pre-fatigue test was stopped. After which, intergranular 
fracture was observed in the HIC region with minor transgranular 
cracking. The higher magnification image in Fig. 5(c) shows a flat 

transgranular facet (circled region) with slip band cracking and crys-
tallographic voids, surrounded by intergranular facets. 

3.4. NanoSIMS analysis 

3.4.1. NanoSIMS mapping of deuterium charged AR and PS samples 
Hydrogen and deuterium depth profiles from the uncharged and 

deuterium cracked (DC) samples were conducted to show the ion dis-
tribution across the surface oxide and metal substrate. The depth profiles 
presented in Fig. S2 were performed at high current (~100 pA) from the 
top oxide surface with no pre-implantation. The deuterium (2H): 
hydrogen (1H) ratio was calculated to reduce artefacts related to the 
matrix effect (dependence of the secondary ion intensities on the 
chemical composition and crystallographic orientation of the substrate 
target rather than actual concentration differences [34,41,42]) as vari-
ations in the ionisation probabilities for hydrogen and deuterium will 
not differ. Both the oxide and the metal substrate were shown to have 
300 and 100 times higher ratios, respectively, in comparison to the 
uncharged samples indicating deuterium is present in the microstructure 
at the time of the NanoSIMS analysis, even 3–4 days after electro-
chemical charging. This is described in more detail in the supplementary 
materials. 

The NanoSIMS ion and ratio maps presented throughout this study 
were all extracted from the passive (native) oxide layer to reduce the 
effects of sputter induced migration of deuterium after pre-implantation. 
Additionally, maps from the oxide layer allowed mapping of the 
deuterium as preliminary experiments showed that the nickel alloy be-
comes amorphous due to ion beam damage and this affects the deute-
rium localisation. NanoSIMS maps obtained from low current image 
depth profiling of the as-received (AR) and pre-strained (PS) samples are 
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. Mapping the deuterium distribution 
in the un-deformed microstructure of the AR sample (Fig. 6) did not 
show any localised deuterium signals as shown by the 2H/1H and 

Fig. 5. a) Crack propagation profile of 625+ from notch up to the crack end after grinding from the surface of the sample to a depth of 300 μm. b) Higher 
magnification SEM fractography image of the interface between the fatigue pre-cracked region and HIC region. C) HIC intergranular facet with evidence of slip band 
cracking and intragranular void formation. 
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16O2H/16O ratio images. The analysed region contained grain boundary 
carbides, twin boundaries and NbC precipitates. 

Conversely, the PS sample had a deformed microstructure containing 
dislocation slip lines and highly localised deformed regions at the grain 
boundaries, as shown in the SEM image of Fig. 7(a). The reason for the 
occurrence of the highly deformed local regions at the grain boundaries 
or at the Mo rich precipitates (Mo carbides and σ phase) in the PS 
samples was not the main subject of this study. However, it may be 
connected with the constraint of the highly localised plastic flow due to 
the interface mismatch between the matrix and grain boundary pre-
cipitates during plastic deformation. The 16O2H/16O map only shows 

localised enrichments of 2H precisely at the locations of the highly 
deformed local regions indicated by the arrows in Fig. 7(a) and (b). The 
observation was supported by the presence of the localised signals in the 
2H map and its absence in the 1H map and other ionic maps such as 12C 
in Fig. 7(b). Variation in the 16O2H/16O image with grain orientation in 
the AR and PS samples does not reflect actual differences in 2H content 
from different grains. Instead, it is an artefact related to the extraction of 
the images from the passive oxide. 

3.4.2. NanoSIMS mapping of DC and DCG samples 
The SEM images in Fig. 8(a) and (b) show a region of interest (ROI) 

Fig. 6. NanoSIMS maps of a selected region of interest from the as-received (AR) sample with no observed deuterium localisation. SE, 1H, 2H,12C 2H/1H and 16O2H 
/16O ion and ratio images summed from the 25 planes that correspond to the depth of the passive oxide layer.. 

Fig. 7. a) SEM of a selected region of interest from the pre-strained (PS) deuterium charged sample before NanoSIMS analysis. b) NanoSIMS 1H, 2H, 12C and 16O2H 
/16O ion and ratio maps of a selected region from the PS sample indicated in (a) showing localised enrichments of 2H at the highly deformed regions indicated with 
arrows. Ion and ratio maps are summed from the 25 planes that corresponding to the depth of the passive oxide layer.. 
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selected for NanoSIMS analysis from the DC sample. Intergranular and 
transgranular cracking was observed in the selected region and these are 
suspected to be surface cracks. The bright-line features in Fig. 8(b) were 
identified as σ precipitates, and the discrete grain boundary precipitates 
were either chromium or molybdenum carbides. These grain boundary 
precipitates become visible after ion beam sputtering due to differences 
in the sputtering rate between the matrix and precipitates. Carbides 
were identified in the NanoSIMS by the 12C ion map in Fig. 8(c), 
although it was not possible to distinguish between the types of carbides 
due to their small size and the large NanoSIMS field of view. The 
continuous σ precipitate does not show any carbon enrichment which 
agrees with the EDX analysis in Figs. 3 and 4. 

The NanoSIMS maps in Fig. 8(c) are presented in logarithmic scale to 

aid visualisation when there is a large dynamic range of pixel intensities. 
It is important to reiterate that any absence in 1H signals relative to 2H is 
reflected in the in 2H/1H and 16O2H/16O ratio maps, and is indicative of 
localised deuterium signal resulting from the cracking experiment. The 
difference in the image quality between the 2H/1H and 16O2H/16O ratio 
maps was due to low counting statistics in the ionic 1H and 2H signals 
compared to the 16O2H within the oxide layer. The most apparent 2H 
enrichments are located at dislocation slip bands (DSB) and twin 
boundaries (TB), as shown by the coloured arrows in the 2H/1H and 
16O2H/16O ratio maps in Fig. 8(c). The possibility that enrichments at 
DSBs were due to localised oxidation can be discounted since 16O en-
richments were not detected along DSBs. Interestingly one of the DSB 
enrichments seems to be related to a secondary crack deviating from the 

Fig. 8. SEM of a selected region of interest from the deuterium cracked (DC) sample before (a) and after (b) NanoSIMS analysis. c) NanoSIMS Log 1H, Log 2H, Log 
12C, Log 16O2H, Log 2H/1H and 16O2H /16O ion and ratio maps of the selected region indicated in (a) and (b). NanoSIMS ion and ratio map colour scales are presented 
in the logarithmic mode to aid in seeing low-intensity signals within a wide dynamic range of pixel values (halo distribution of ion signal due to crater edge effects 
and analysis without pre-implantation cleaning). Ion and ratio maps summed from the 25 planes corresponding to the oxide layer. The dotted white square represents 
the NanoSIMS analysis region. TB: Twin bands, DSB: Dislocation slip bands, CT: Crack tip TG: Transgranular and IG: intergranular.. 
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grain boundary into the grain matrix as outlined by the blue arrow in the 
SEM and 16O2H/16O ratio maps in Fig. 8(b) and (c). Additionally, 
deuterium enrichments were observed at the σ precipitates identified by 
the bright features on the grain boundaries in the SEM image of Fig. 8(b) 
(orange arrow). However, not all grain boundaries decorated by the σ 
precipitates have shown deuterium enrichment. Finally, the enrichment 
signals at cracks and crack tip locations annotated in the 16O2H/16O 
ratio map (CT - red arrows) were considered to be the result of local 
oxidation of the internal crack surfaces. The discrepancy of the deute-
rium enrichments observed at crack sites between the 2H/1H and 
16O2H/16O ratio maps may be related to a combination of topography 
effects and lack of pre-sputter cleaning during the initial stages of 
analysis. Topography effects are usually negligible at sub-micron height 
features [43], but the micron-sized cracks in the DC sample would 
indicate otherwise. It is difficult to identify the exact sequence of sput-
tering events at cracks due to the complex nature of crack morphology 
such as opening angle with respect to the incident beam, crack depth and 
crack oxidation, which can all affect secondary ion emission (energy and 
angular distribution) of atomic and molecular ions in different ways 
[44]. Additionally, steep topography effects can also lead to rescattering 
of the incident primary ions leading to signal contribution from neigh-
bouring sites [43]. In order to further interpret signals from crack sites 
with higher confidence, the 2H/1H and 16O2H/16O ratio maps shown in 
Fig. S3 were extracted from the bulk region of the depth profile, past the 
amorphisation point of the substrate instead of the oxide layer thus 

removing complexities regarding effects from surface contaminants and 
non-steady-state conditions. The 2H/1H and 16O2H/16O ratio maps 
correlate much better with each other showing enrichment signals at the 
crack sites that correspond to crack oxidation as indicated by the 16O ion 
map. This suggests that the deuterated oxide signals at the crack sites 
indicate oxidation that had taken place either during the deuterium 
cracking experiment or just after stopping the cathodic polarisation 
current. 

A second ROI was identified in Fig. 9. The BS-SEM image in Fig. 9(a) 
confirms the presence of twin boundaries and grain boundary σ pre-
cipitates that were shown to be associated with localised deuterium 
signals as in the previous analysis of Fig. 8. Additionally, the region also 
contained surface-initiated intergranular/ transgranular cracks. The 
NanoSIMS ion and ratio maps corresponding to the ROI selected in Fig. 9 
(a) are presented in Fig. 9(b). 

Again the 2H/1H and 16O2H/16O ratio maps in Fig. 9(b) show 
localised deuterium enrichments at both the σ precipitate and twin 
boundary as indicated by the rectangular regions i and ii in Fig. 9(a), 
respectively. High-resolution SEM imaging and EDX analysis were 
conducted as presented in Fig. 9(c) and (d) to confirm the features 
associated with the deuterium enrichments. In region i, the deuterium 
enrichments correlate with the σ precipitate located adjacent to a NbC 
precipitate as identified by the EDX (Nb map not shown) in Fig. 9(c). The 
NbC was located in the NanoSIMS analysis via the 12C ion map and was 
not associated with deuterium enrichments. Region ii in Fig. 9(d) shows 

Fig. 9. a) SEM-BS image of a region of interest from the deuterium cracked (DC) sample after NanoSIMS analysis. b) NanoSIMS Log 2H, 12C, Log 2H/1H and 16O2H 
/16O ion and ratio maps of the selected red square region indicated in (a). Ion and ratio maps summed from the 25 planes corresponding to the oxide layer. c) SEM- 
ESB of region i outlined in (a) along with EDX maps of Mo, Cr and C (3 keV). d) High-resolution SEM-SE of region ii outlined in (a) showing a crack or void along the 
twin boundary along with other unidentified precipitates on an adjacent twin grain. No characteristic X-ray signals were detected from the precipitates in (d) as they 
were sputtered away by NanoSIMS ion beam. TB: Twin bands and DSB: Dislocation slip bands.. 
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the presence of precipitates at the edge of a twin and a void opening 
along another twin boundary. The two strong 2H enrichments observed 
in the 2H/1H and 16O2H/16O ratio maps in Fig. 9(b) correlate to these 
precipitates and the void opening, with a lower level of enrichment 
along the rest of the twin boundary. No EDX X-ray signals were detected 
from the precipitates, possibly due to them being sputtered away during 
the analysis. Generally, all EDX maps acquired from NanoSIMS analysed 
regions were degraded in spatial resolution as a result of ion damage and 
redeposition effects. Additionally, deuterium enrichments at the dislo-
cation slip bands were also detected at the region ahead of the two 
cracks as indicated in the BS image and 16O2H/16O ratio map (Fig. 9(a 
and b)). 

The SEM and NanoSIMS results from the deuterium cracked and 
ground (DCG) sample are shown in Fig. 10. Cracking was observed to be 
mostly intergranular as shown in the low magnification BS SEM image in 
Fig. 10(a). The sample was ground after the experiment to eliminate 
surface cracks resulting from straining and the high deuterium con-
centration produced on the surface during cathodic polarisation. As a 
result of the grinding procedure, the only source of deuterium should be 
from the propagating crack itself. The high magnification BS SEM image 
in Fig. 10(b) shows that deformation slip lines are only observed at 
grains within the vicinity of the crack. Unfortunately, the crack tip was 
not found since the crack can propagate through the material in three 
dimensions and may have been ground away or exist below the surface 
being examined. The ROI selected for the NanoSIMS analysis is high-
lighted by the white dotted square in the SEM image of Fig. 10(a). The 
region contains a mid-section crack that seems to be either propagating 

into or out of the image plane as indicated by the abrupt change of di-
rection indicated by the green circled region in Fig. 10(b). The 2H/1H, 
16O2H/16O and 16O2H/16O1H ratio maps in Fig. 10(c, d and e) all show 
the presence of two main regions of enrichments, indicated by the white 
dashed ovals, labelled A and B. Region A contains GB carbides while 
region B shows an interrupted transgranular crack associated with a 
highly localised strained matrix adjacent to it. The enrichments 
observed at these two locations confirms the competitive behaviour 
between grain boundary precipitates and dislocation slip lines in influ-
encing crack propagation in this material. 

It can be seen from region A that the deuterium signals were not 
localised at the carbides but rather around them as indicated by pixel 
thresholding of carbides (Fig. 10(c)) using the 12C map. The detected 
enhanced deuterium signals around the carbides may be due to strain 
localisation at the carbide/matrix interface. The 2H/1H ratio values 
measured from an uncharged sample, analysed at the same time as the 
DCG sample, were similar to that obtained in the non-enriched regions 
of the DCG sample. The low amount of deuterium in the matrix sur-
rounding the regions of localised deuterium implies that the deuterium 
source was from the crack itself as opposed to the whole analysed sur-
face as in the case of the DC sample. 

It is important to note the absence of some crack tip enrichments in 
both 2H/1H and 16O2H/16O1H in Fig. 10(c and e) compared to 
16O2H/16O ratio map in Fig. 10(d) (white arrows) indicating the inef-
fective matrix normalisation by the 16O within a crack at the sputtered 
depth of the oxide layer. Hence, enrichments at crack sites have to be 
interpreted using either atomic or molecular ratios, i.e. 2H/1H or 

Fig. 10. a) and b) represent low and high magnification SEM BSE image after NanoSIMS analysis of the cracked region in the deuterium cracked and ground (DCG) 
sample. NanoSIMS c) 2H/1H, d) 16O2H /16O and e) 16O2H /16O1H ratio maps of the selected region in (a) and (b). Selected 12C ROI pixel thresholding is overlaid on 
the 2H/1H ratio map (red-blue). The red arrows indicate crack tip enrichments while the white arrows show artefact signals from crack tip oxidation. Ratio maps are 
summed from the 30 planes corresponding to the oxide layer. CT: Crack tip, GB: grain boundary.. 
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16O2H/16O1H, respectively (Note: the 16O1H signal was generally not 
detected, except for Fig. 10). Therefore, the enrichments at the two crack 
tip sites in region B (red arrows) indicated by the red arrows in Fig. 10(c 
and e) are representative of true crack tip enrichments as no other 12C 
and 16O signals corresponded to those particular locations (see Fig. S4). 
This observation was the only instance of detected crack tip enrichments 
throughout this study. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Deuterium enrichments in alloy 625+

NanoSIMS deuterium mapping was performed on four different 
samples, each representing a different condition at which deuterium was 
introduced into their microstructures. The AR sample served as the 
control deuterium charged sample (Fig. 6). The PS sample established a 
condition on which deuterium distribution can be mapped in a deformed 
microstructure (Fig. 7). Finally, the DC and DCG samples elucidate the 
role of deformation during rising load conditions, i.e. increasing applied 
stress intensity (Kapp), on deuterium distribution in the microstructure 
uncovering information about deuterium (hydrogen) induced cracking 
processes in alloy 625+ (Figs. 8–10). Deuterium mapping of the DC 
sample microstructure containing surface cracking has revealed infor-
mation about microstructural initiation sites deemed detrimental to the 
susceptibility of the alloy to deuterium (hydrogen) cracking. The only 
difference between the DC and DCG samples is the grinding stage after 
the in-situ deuterium cracking experiment in order to remove surface 
cracks. The surface cracks were generated by the conjoint action of 
loading and accumulated high levels of surface deuterium concentra-
tion. Removal of surface cracks by grinding allowed a more accurate 
interpretation of the deuterium distribution around the main crack, 
which propagated from the fatigue pre-crack. Note: crack propagation 
beyond the fatigue pre-crack occurred under rising load, as fatigue 
cycling was stopped. Unfortunately, the actual crack tip sites from the 
main crack in both samples were not located. 

The ratio maps from the AR and PS samples in Figs. 6 and 7(b) show 
that microstructural features present in the grain interior and grain 
boundaries were not associated with any localised deuterium signals 
reflecting the absence of strong deuterium trapping sites in this alloy 
chemistry/microstructure. The exception is with the localised strain 
regions identified in the BS image of the PS sample in Fig. 7(a). The 
deuterium enrichment at the localised strain regions may be explained 
by the lowering of the chemical potential for solute hydrogen [19,45]. 
The absence of any deuterium enrichments at the DSBs in the PS sample 
compared to the DC sample (Figs. 8 and 9) emphasises the critical role of 
deformation and dislocation movement on hydrogen transport within 
the microstructure, specifically to cracking sites. This will be discussed 
in more detail in the following section. Local grain boundary enrich-
ments were only observed in the DC sample at boundaries containing the 
σ precipitates, as shown in Figs. 8(c) and 9 (b). GB features such as 
precipitates and impurity segregation are usually considered to be 
deleterious to the HE performance of alloys [5,19,46,47]. It is unclear as 
to the reason why not all grain boundaries containing the σ phase have 
shown enrichments, perhaps implying that deuterium localisation is 
related to the crystallographic orientation relationship between grain 
boundaries with σ phase precipitates and 625+ matrix. Additionally, a 
synergistic interaction of σ phase grain boundaries with DSBs in the 
matrix may be taking place, explaining why particular grain boundaries 
with σ phase precipitates show deuterium enrichments. Apart from grain 
boundaries, deuterium enrichments were observed along coherent twin 
boundaries, as shown in Figs. 8(c) and 9 (b), but not associated with 
sustained cracking. This was highlighted by the propagating crack that 
was interrupted by a twin as observed in the blue dashed region in Fig. 9 
(a), although crack initiation may still be possible, as shown in the 
high-resolution SE image in Fig. 9(d). Coherent twin boundaries are 
known to exhibit high resistance to cracking, especially 

hydrogen-induced cracking [48,49]. The greater resistance is mainly 
attributed to the higher surface separation energy [48,49]. The role of 
twin boundaries on crack initiation during hydrogen embrittlement was 
studied thoroughly in alloy 725 by Seita et al. [50] using in-situ tensile 
samples in an SEM. Their outcome, based on a statistical analysis of the 
SEM observations of cracks, showed that coherent twin boundaries 
promote crack initiation, but are resistant to crack propagation and that 
cracks are more likely to propagate along grain boundaries rather than 
twin boundaries. The initiation of cracks along coherent twin bound-
aries was attributed to the accumulation of dislocations along twin 
boundaries due to plastic deformation, thus increasing the local 
hydrogen concentration, which alters the GB energy. The local increase 
in hydrogen will further enhance plastic flow by enhancing dislocation 
activity through increasing dislocation velocity and reducing the dislo-
cation interaction energy [51,52]. Thus further increasing the hydrogen 
content, which then alters the twin boundary structure and energy 
which favours crack initiation. Zhang et al. performed Kernal average 
misorientation (KAM) mapping on twin boundaries in hydrogen cracked 
alloy 718 [53]. They reported strain localisation along twin boundaries 
and at DSBs across the twin bands but found no cracks or voids along 
twin boundaries. The findings of both references [50] and [53] with 
regards to strain localisation along twin boundaries imply an enhanced 
hydrogen accumulation which has been directly observed in this study 
through the detected deuterium enrichments along twin boundaries as 
mapped by the NanoSIMS (Figs. 8(c) and 9 (b)). The preference of 
intergranular and transgranular crack propagation over twin boundary 
cracking may be due to inherent resistance of coherent twin boundaries 
to cracking, the presence of GB precipitates and the dominant role of 
DSB cracking within a grain relative to a twin boundary. Apart from this 
relationship, there is another competitive relationship between inter-
granular and transgranular cracking as highlighted by two distinct re-
gions of deuterium enrichments in Fig. 10(c) of the DCG sample, which 
will be discussed in the next section. 

4.2. Role of hydrogen (deuterium) in intergranular and transgranular 
cracking 

The transgranular cracking morphology observed in this study is 
analogous to the observations made by Zhang et al. in a pre-charged 
alloy 718 [53]. Hydrogen will affect dislocation motion and further 
reduce the stacking fault energy leading to inhibited cross-slip and in-
crease in slip planarity [5,51–55]. Thus deformation in the presence of a 
hydrogen environment will lead to extensive slip localisation leading to 
crack propagation along DSBs and initiation at their intersections [53]. 
Indeed, the results presented from the ratio maps in Figs. 8 and 9 show 
deuterium enrichments along DSBs and at their intersections. It has been 
postulated that crack initiation within a grain occurs by the accumula-
tion of hydrogen along the intersection of the DSB by hydrogen transport 
via dislocation movement [53,56,57]. The results presented in this study 
addresses the hypothesis of hydrogen-dislocation interaction movement. 
The DC experiment satisfies a condition for both, a continuous supply of 
deuterium and dislocation movement as opposed to only deuterium 
supply to a deformed microstructure in the PS sample. The notion of 
hydrogen transport by dislocations is supported in this study by the 
absence of strong deuterium enrichments along dislocation slip bands in 
the PS sample in comparison to the DC sample. The enrichments 
observed at the DSBs in the DC sample may be explained by strain 
localisation effects. However, it was found in a HR-DIC study by Sam-
path et al. that the maximum shear strain values between a pre-charged 
and non-charged alloy 718 deformed in air were similar, except for the 
higher frequency of maximum shear strain values in the pre-charged 
condition [58]. Thus, one cannot expect that the observed deuterium 
enrichments are related solely to strain localisation. Alternatively, it can 
also be argued that the higher local deuterium uptake in the DC sample 
could be a result of the continuous rupture of the passive oxide layer at 
DSBs during straining [45,46]. However, no other corresponding ionic 
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signals (including 1H, 12C and 16O) were detected at the dislocation slip 
bands by the NanoSIMS, even beyond the depth of the passive oxide 
layer (see Fig. S3). Therefore, the increased deuterium signals at local-
ised strain regions (e.g. DSBs) in the DC sample can only be justified by 
deuterium transport facilitated by mobile dislocations. NanoSIMS ob-
servations of deuterium localisation in the DC and PS samples in this 
study can be visualised schematically in Fig. 11. 

Generally, cracking in different nickel alloys [53,59,60] share 
similar characteristics to the transgranular cracking observed in alloy 
625+ . However, the extreme susceptibility of alloy 625+ to HE was 
mainly attributed to the large occurrences of intergranular cracking as 
established in a statistical study by Martello et al. on two different nickel 
alloys, that includes 625+ [61]. The difference between the fracture 
toughness (KIc) of 625+ in air and in-situ hydrogen charged is 270 
MPa.√m and 43 MPa.√m, respectively. Comparably, the fracture 
toughness measured from a benchmark nickel alloy 718 tested in air and 
in-situ hydrogen charged were 233 MPa.√m and 79 MPa.√m, respec-
tively [62]. The increased occurrence of intergranular cracking was 
attributed to the GB features, namely, GB carbides and σ phase pre-
cipitates. However, in previous studies, it was not possible to identify the 
role of each feature during hydrogen cracking tests [61]. The observa-
tions of deuterium enrichments presented in this study have shown how 
each contributes to intergranular cracking. The GB carbides did not 
show any direct deuterium enrichment, but play a role in governing the 
extent of local plasticity with the surrounding matrix, which will in-
fluence the local content of deuterium. On the other hand, σ phase 
precipitates were associated with direct deuterium enrichments, which 
would suggest them to be potential initiation sites, that lead to inter-
granular crack propagation. 

The ESB SEM images in Fig. 12(a) and (b) acquired from a region 
close to the cracked region in the DC sample highlights an example of 
crack initiation and propagation along GBs. Upon comparing the 
morphology of intergranular and transgranular cracks, the former shows 
a lower degree of plasticity compared to the latter, as shown in Figs. 12 

and 10(a), respectively. 
It is difficult from the NanoSIMS results presented in this study to 

decouple which of the carbides (Mo6C and Cr23C6) were more detri-
mental in producing HIC. However, it seems that the Mo rich pre-
cipitates (Mo6C and σ) may play a more significant role in HIC for 
several reasons: i) NanoSIMS detection of localised deuterium at σ 
precipitates; ii) cracking through a Mo6C particle as shown in Fig. 12(a) 
and iii) Mo was detected adjacent to Cr23C6 particles, see Figure S5. 
Additionally, no correlation between the interaction of the DSBs and the 
GB precipitates was established from the results of this study. 

4.3. Comments on mechanistic understanding of HE 

It was not possible to definitely conclude from the results presented 
in this study whether or not a single or hybrid HE mechanism was 
operative in alloy 625+ . There are several reasons for this which 
include:  

• The extreme susceptibility of alloy 625+ to HE has led to surface 
cracking which has made it challenging to analyse the main propa-
gating crack. This situation makes it difficult to interpret and 
investigate the microstructure ahead of the main crack tip in relation 
to the developed deformed microstructure and associated deuterium 
enrichments.  

• The absence of high resolution TEM and SEM deformation studies to 
understand crack propagation processes and development of strain 
localisation in the microstructure after in-situ charging and defor-
mation of alloy 625+ . 

• The limited spatial resolution of NanoSIMS relative to electron mi-
croscopy techniques prevents mapping deuterium at the atomic 
scale, which could further provide direct evidence as to which of the 
mechanisms may be acting to promote crack growth. 

One of the main intentions of this study was to locate and map 

Fig. 11. Schematic representation of 
transgranular cracking observed in alloy 
625+ . The schematic compares the 
transgranular cracking process between 
the DC and PS sample, based on the 
NanoSIMS observations. In the PS sam-
ple, deuterium distribution is homoge-
neous. In contrast, the transgranular 
cracking in DC sample involves dislo-
cation movement (due to in-situ strain) 
transporting deuterium to dislocation 
slip bands creating an enhanced local 
deuterium concentration leading to 
crack initiation and propagation..   
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deuterium distribution at the region ahead of the crack tip, i.e. the 
fracture process zone. The precise location of this site could further 
support an understanding of the mechanism of fracture. For example, 
Song and Curtin [63,64] proposed that the hydrogen concentration at 
the very crack tip (at the atomic level) can be sufficiently high to prevent 
dislocation emission and produce cleavage fracture. The only instance of 
the local crack tip enrichment was observed in Fig. 10(c–e) as indicated 
by the red arrows. However, it was not possible to determine whether 
these two local enrichments were related to the crack tips or other 
microstructural features around it since the DCG sample was ground 
meaning that matrix information surrounding the crack may have been 
removed. The enrichments and crack observations at the DSBs in the DC 
samples under a hydrogen-dislocation transport framework suggests the 
most likely mechanism to be HELP. The enrichments at the intersection 
of DSBs could support the hydrogen vacancy stabilisation mechanism 
which suggests local hydrogen atmospheres enhance vacancy genera-
tion and vacancy cluster formation which will nucleate nanovoids at 
local enriched sites at the intersection of DSBs [13,65–67]. There was no 
evidence of the existence of a pure HEDE mechanism since the 
high-resolution SEM observations of the intergranular cracking along 
the σ phase precipitates have shown a small degree of plasticity. How-
ever, the local enrichments at the σ phase precipitates may still be ex-
pected to lower the GB cohesive energy under HEDE framework, thus 
acting as a contributing mechanism [12]. No comment can be made on 
the AIDE mechanism as the main crack tip was not found, and the 
fracture surface was not analysed in detail. 

5. Conclusion 

An experimental methodology was developed to use the NanoSIMS 
to map deuterium distribution in nickel alloy 625+ . Surface oxide 
analysis was implemented instead of conventional bulk analysis to 
overcome issues with ion beam damage and amorphisation of the sub-
strate. Whilst the approach only allows qualitative interpretation of the 
deuterium maps, invaluable information on deuterium distribution in 
the microstructure has been gained. The mechanical tests have dis-
played the alloy’s high susceptibility to HE. NanoSIMS mapping of the 
deuterium cracked alloy 625+ revealed direct evidence of;  

• Deuterium enrichments along DSBs and at their intersections. This 
was attributed to hydrogen transport by dislocation movement.  

• Local deuterium enrichments at σ continuous grain boundary 
precipitates.  

• Twin boundary deuterium enrichments, but no cracking was 
observed. 

Further continual improvements and modifications of the NanoSIMS 
methodology for mapping deuterium are desired to address some as-
pects related to the challenging imaging protocol implemented in this 
study. 
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Appendix A. Supplementary data 

Supplementary material related to this article can be found, in the 
online version, at doi:https://doi.org/10.1016/j.corsci.2020.109228. 

Fig. 12. SEM ESB images of grain boundary cracking at two different regions that were not analysed by NanoSIMS. The images highlight crack morphology along 
grain boundaries and the nucleation of cracks from molybdenum carbides and chromium carbide interfaces. a) Mo and Cr carbides. b) Mo and Cr carbides and σ 
phase precipitate.. 
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